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Gandhi Mate, GandhiSignle Enter Shikarifrom Album Flash Flood ColourReleased2 December 2011SignedMie-June 2011Length4:26LabelAmbush RealitySongwriter (s)Chris Batten, Roux Reynolds, Rob Rolfe, Rory ClilowEnter Shikari singles chronology Sssnakepit (2011) Gandhi Mate, Gandhi (2011) Arguments with Thermometers (2012) Gandhi Mate,
Gandhi is the single of British rock band Enter Shikari from his third studio album A Flash Flood of Colour. The single was released on December 2, 2011 as a digital download. The song was ranked 112th on the UK Singles Chart and at number three on the UK Rock Chart. TrackLists Digital Download Gandhi Mate, Gandhi - 4:26 Performance Chart Chart
Chart (2011) Pickposition UK Indie (OCC) Company Charts) 3 Issue Of The History Of the Region Date Label Europe 2 December 2011 Digital Download Ambush Reality United States 6 December 2011 Official Company Charts. CHART LOG UK: UPDATING NEW ENTRIES. Sobbel. Zobbel.de 2011-12-17. Archive Chart UK Singles Chart. The official
charts of the company - Gandhi Mate, Gandhi - the single Enter Shikari. iTunes (UK) - Gandhi Mate, Gandhi - single Enter Shikari. iTunes (USA) External Links Lyrics of this song on MetroLyrics extracted from Enter Shikari Lyrics by Gandhi Mate, Gandhi Now I do not know about you, but I do not think that ... the main purpose of your life, my life, and the
entire human race is simply to blindly consume to support the failing economy and faulty system forever and forever until we run away from every resource and must resort to blowing each other up to ensure our own survival. I don't think... We must sit back while we continue to use a long-outdated system that produces war, poverty, collusion, corruption, the
ruins of our environment and threatens every aspect of our health, and does nothing but divide and segregated us, I do not think that ... How much military equipment we sell to other countries, how much hydrocarbons we burn, how much money is printed and exchanged, is a good indicator of how healthy our society is. But I think... I can speak for everyone
when I speak ... We're sick of this shit. Time for mobilization, time to open your eyes We are not a quiet pocket of resistance It is real and we can not afford to fail the Law with, act with perseverance (It is real) And we can not afford to fail I set order, respect me and fear me Fuck you do not hold any respect, and when tomorrow comes We are going to be
stamped on the head! Look, if we keep quiet; Then they will resort to violence; And that's how you criminalize change. Jabba Dabba make one son, we do not want your Who are you cheating on your son? We got all the tools needed to create a whole new system to fix these flaws Yeh like what? I've already listed them you're a communist! You're a fucking
utopian! There come emotional labels But their attempt is just not Cos the man we're still out of your comfort zone We stop at, think start reviving x3 Put the challenge on the front line Get a message from the contact group Send Emergency Frequency Puzzle begins to build a piece behind a piece of Open Your Minds Transmitting Extraordinary Frequency
Writer (s): Robert Rolfe, Liam Rory Clelow, Roughton Reynolds, Chris Batten Now I don't know about you, but I don't think the main purpose of your life, my life and the entire human race is just dazzling to consume to support a failing economy and faulty system. forever, and ever, until we ran out of all resources and must resort to blowing each other to
ensure our own survival. I don't think we should sit back as long as we continue to use a long-outdated system that produces war, poverty, collusion, corruption, destroys our environment and threatens every aspect of our health and does nothing but divide and separate us. I don't think how much military equipment we sell to other countries, how much
hydrocarbons we burn, how much money is printed and exchanged, is a good measure of how healthy our society is, but I think I can speak for everyone when I say we're tired of this crap. Time to mobilize Time to open your eyes We are not a quiet pocket of resistance It is real, but we can not afford to fail the Law with, act with perseverance It is real, but we
can not afford to fail the army, establish order Respect me and fear me f'ck you we have no respect And when tomorrow comes We are going to stamp on the head (pig) Whoa , woah Calm down, (calm mate), calm F'ck down Gandhi mate, remember Gandhi (Jesus, just remember) Okay, I'm fine look, if we keep them silent, then they will resort to violence,
and here's how we criminalize the changes AW, Yabba dabba make one son, we do not want you to rule who you are cheating on the son, we have all the tools that we have to build all the tools that we have to build all the tools that we have to build all the tools that we have. that we have to build, I have already listed them You are a communist You are a
fucking utopian Oh here they come, exciting labels But they tried not cos man, we are still out of your comfort zone We stop, think start reviving We stop, think start reviving. , challenge, put the challenge ouuuuut Oh and the puzzle starts to build Oh and the puzzle starts to build Piece By Piece Open their minds convey an emergency situation Open their
minds To convey the emergency frequency Emergency Frequency Extraordinary Frequency Extraordinary Frequencies Now, I don't know about you, but I don't think the main purpose of your life, my life and the entire human race is just to dazzlingly consume to support the lack of economics and faulty system. forever, and ever, until we ran out of all
resources and must resort to blowing each other to ensure our own survival. I don't think we should sit back as long as we continue to use a long-outdated system that produces war, poverty, collusion, corruption, destroys our environment and threatens every aspect of our health and does nothing but divide and separate us. I don't think how much military
equipment we sell to other countries, how much hydrocarbons we burn, how much money is printed and exchanged, is a good measure of how healthy our society is, but I think I can speak for everyone when I say we're tired of this crap. Time to mobilize Time to open your eyes We are not a quiet pocket of resistance It is real, but we can not afford to fail the
Law with, act with perseverance It is real, but we can not afford to fail the army, establish order Respect me and fear me f'ck you we have no respect And when tomorrow comes We are going to stamp on the head (pig) Whoa , woah Calm down, (calm mate), calm F'ck down Gandhi mate, remember Gandhi (Jesus, just remember) Okay, I'm fine look, if we
keep them silent, then they will resort to violence, and here's how we criminalize the changes AW, Yabba dabba make one son, we do not want you to rule who you are cheating on the son, we have all the tools that we have to build all the tools that we have to build all the tools that we have to build all the tools that we have. that we have to build, I have
already listed them You are a communist You are a fucking utopian Oh here they come, exciting labels But they tried not cos man, we are still out of your comfort zone We stop, think start reviving We stop, think start reviving. put the challenge, put the call ouuuuut Oh and the puzzle starts to build Oh and the puzzle starts to build Piece By Piece Open their
minds Transmit emergency frequencies Open your minds Transmit Emergency Frequency Extraordinary Frequency Extraordinary Frequency Emergency Frequency Now, I do not know about you , but I do not think that the main purpose of your life, my life and the entire human race just blindly consume to support the lack of economy and faulty system ,
forever and ever, until we run out of every resource and have to resort to each other to ensure our own survival. I don't think we are sit idly by as long as we continue to use a long-standing system that produces war, poverty, collusion, corruption, destroys our environment and threatens every aspect of our health and does nothing but divide and segre t). I
don't think how much military equipment we sell to other countries, how much hydrocarbons we burn, how much money is printed and exchanged, is a good measure of how healthy our society is, but I think I can speak for everyone when I say we're tired of this crap. Time to mobilize time to open your eyes We are not a quiet pocket of resistance It is real,
but we can not afford to fail the law with, act with perseverance It is real, but we can not afford to fail the army, establish the order of Respect me and be afraid of me to fuck you We have no respect And when tomorrow comes We are going to stamp on the head (pig) Woah, woah Calm down, (calm mate), calm fuck down Gandhi mate, Remember Gandhi
(Jesus, just remember) Okay, I'm fine look, if we keep quiet, then they will resort to violence, and here's how we criminalize the changes AW, Yabba Dabba Do One son, We do not want your rules that you are deceiving your son, we have all the tools that we have to build a completely new system that we have to build a completely new system , I have
already listed them You're a communist You fucking utopian Oh here come copycat labels But they tried not cos man, we are still out of your comfort zone We stop, think begin to revive We stop, think begin to revive We stop, We think we are starting to revive We are starting to revive Put the call on the front line Get a message from the contact group
Transmission of Emergency Frequencies Put a call on the front line Get a message in the contact squad Put the call, put out a call, put a call ouuuuut Oh and the puzzle begins to build Oh and puzzles begins to build Piece By Piece Open their minds transmit emergency frequencies To Open their minds Emergency
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